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Abstract 

 
 
Over the last decade, libraries have faced enormous budgetary challenges when it 
comes to implementing new technologies. These challenges are very pronounced in 
rural areas where libraries struggle to develop and define a path for purchasing and 
replacing systems that have become outdated. The author attempted to create a unit to 
replace aging OPAC terminals and to provide a low cost computing option for budget 
constrained rural libraries. The initial attempt detailed in this paper involved purchasing 
and configuring an APC 8950 Rock single board computer. Unfortunately, due to 
limitations of this APC unit’s existing Android based operating system, the initial effort 
failed to yield a computer that could be used in a library by average patrons. Future 
plans are outlined for the development of a second system using the more broadly 
accepted Raspberry Pi platform. The success of this technological endeavor may 
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empower libraries and patrons in their communities to have more control of the 
technology they develop and use in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
For the better part of the last decade, while the creation of information increased 
exponentially and consumer consumption of technology grew at an unprecedented rate, 
almost all libraries in the United States have struggled with serious budget contractions. 
These economic and technical issues left our nation’s rural libraries fighting to keep 
pace with technology while continuing to provide learning opportunities for patrons. This 
issue is further complicated by the lack of broadband Internet in many areas. Recent 
government efforts to bring faster Internet to rural America must be capitalized on and 
initiative must be shown to illustrate the value of this investment (Russell, 2013). Rural 
libraries continue to face this confluence of technical expectations and monetary stress, 
while looking for creative and low cost computing alternatives wherever possible. 
Developing low cost systems will allow rural libraries the opportunity to capitalize on any 
future development in broadband while keeping library budgets under control. 
 
In recent years, large technology companies have attempted, with varying degrees of 
success, to create laptops for the developing world that cost under $100. However, 
these large commercial interests have had much greater success with the development 
of mobile computing capabilities using smartphones and tablets (Fildes, 2010). These 
low cost mobile systems, combined with the Googlefication mindset of many, have 
added to library struggles to stay current with technological advances as budgets 
continue to come under pressure. While we cannot control user expectation or 
corporate industry attempts to bridge the digital divide, we can now seek our own 
creative path in addressing library systems budgets and helping our customers easily 
access information by developing our own low cost computer systems for under $150. 
 
Matt Enis (2013) illustrated how the White Plains Public Library in New York used the 
APC 8750 circuit board computer with Raspian Linux to create an OPAC terminal. After 
reading Matt Enis’ (2013) article, the author, a systems librarian in at Northern Kentucky 
University, began discussing ideas with his colleagues to develop the use of small 
circuit board computers within libraries. These ideas quickly coalesced around the 
daunting challenge of computer lifecycle replacement and budget constraints for 
libraries of all sizes, but particularly with small rural libraries. Knowing how budgets 
have contracted at every level in the past decade, and how many libraries now are 
faced with the piecemeal replacement of aging desktop computers, the general idea 
illustrated by the Enis article truly warranted our further exploration by our staff (Enis, 
2013). 
 
The author decided to develop a system using the newer APC Rock 8950 circuit board 
to create a more robust internet/OPAC access system for under $150 to replace aging 
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OPAC terminals at Northern Kentucky University. The successful implementation of 
such a system could then prove viability for other libraries, especially rural libraries. 
Unfortunately, as the project evolved, the APC Rock 8950 was not a viable solution. 
However, this initial research project did provide a starting point for further development 
using the Raspberry Pi circuit board. The Raspberry Pi has a more mature variant of 
Linux that can potentially be used to create future library-specific low cost computers. If 
a successful prototype is developed, then these low cost computer systems will provide 
access to a library platform model that can be further developed in partnership with 
small rural libraries across the United States.  

 
APC “Rock” with Android 4.0 
 
In late February 2013, the author decided to build a circuit board computer using the 
APC Rock circuit board1 in an attempt to construct a system comparable to the one 
highlighted in the Enis (2013) article. With a cost of $79 for the board alone, and $20 
shipping from Taiwan, it was apparent that for this project, the author would be able to 
construct a useful library computer for under $150. The board was delivered in mid-
March and work on the pilot began immediately. 
 
The main reason for the selection of the APC Rock was not based solely on the fact that 
the White Plains Public Library had used the predecessor to the Rock (the APC 8750) in 
their experiment, but also because APC online forums questioned the future support of 
the 87502. Additionally, when comparing APC products to others on the market, the 
selection of the Rock was made because it is designed with an onboard VGA port. The 
presence of the onboard VGA gives APC boards an ability to work with existing 
monitors that libraries might already have on hand. This onboard VGA port is exclusive 
to the APC Rock and the 8750 when compared to other circuit board computing 
platforms. The author excluded the Raspberry Pi board for this experiment because it is 
available with only an HDMI video output, and therefore an adapter would be required to 
use the library’s existing monitors. Though the average HDMI adapter only costs around 
$20 to $25, the size of this additional component when used with the Pi platform could 
be a challenge to secure in the average library environment. 
 
Upon the arrival of the APC Rock board, the next step was to make the determination of 
a low cost case to mount the board itself. After attempts to use various wooden cases 
that resembled books, which would have required either staining or painting and a large 
amount of cutting and modification, the decision was made to use the cardboard box 
that the APC Rock shipped in. The box was in good condition upon arrival, and it was 
the perfect size for this prototype (see Figures 1 and 2). Other case ideas were 
consulted online from the APC website3, however it was determined that to keep costs 
low, the cardboard case would be sufficient.  

                                                           
1
 For more information about the APC Rock, see http://apc.io/products/rock/ 

2
 The APC forum can be accessed at http://apc.io/forum/  

3
 See http://apc.io/blog/2012/10/17/apc-case-design-inspiration/  

http://apc.io/products/rock/
http://apc.io/forum/
http://apc.io/blog/2012/10/17/apc-case-design-inspiration/
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By using a razor knife, cuts were made to the box and electrical tape was used to mount 
the metal shield plate that came with the APC unit (see Figures 1 and 2).  Total time to 
make these modifications was less than 30 minutes. Additionally, one hole was cut in 
the top lid of the box to accommodate the unit’s power button, which would be installed 
in the next stage of the project. 
 

 Figure 1. Rear view of cardboard case.  

 Figure 2. Inside view of cardboard case. 

After the cardboard case was readied for use it was then time to fully unpack and 
examine the APC Rock itself. As described in the online Rock Manual (2013), the board 
has a physical size of 170 x 85 mm, and comes with an 800 Mhz VIA ARM Cortex-A9 
processor and 4GB of NAND Flash memory. It also has a video output resolution of 
1080p and expandable storage capacity with two USB ports and one microSD slot (see 
Figure 3).  
 

Figure 3. APC Rock input/output view. 
 
Again, when comparing the APC Rock to other single board computers on the market, 
the Rock’s hardware design is exceptional. With a long history of hardware 
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manufacturing in the area of uninterruptible power supplies used to provide electrical 
and battery support to servers, APC has a rich history in manufacturing computer 
components. In addition to the board itself (see Figure 4), a power supply cable and a 
MicroUSB to USB adapter came with the unit, making it completely ready for use if a 
case is not needed. The Raspberry Pi does not come with a power adapter. 
 

 Figure 4. Board Overview. 
 
In order to mount the board in a case, a power button switch, wiring for the button, 
mounting screws, and nuts for securing the board in place were purchased. The 
additional expense for these items totaled $22.38. When purchasing a power button for 
a circuit board like the APC Rock, it is recommended to get a momentary push button 
switch, and not a stationary button switch. Momentary buttons initiate the power up 
process without staying in the “on” position. Stationary power switches will lock into an 
“on” position, which can be problematic if a power down of the computer is performed. If 
a power down command is given and the power switch is locked to “on” and not “off,” 
this will cause the computer to restart instead of powering completely off. 
 
Once the correct power switch was purchased along with the needed wiring, minimal 
soldering was required to connect the button to the board. On the APC Rock, the 
connectors are clearly labeled as “PWR_BT” and “PWR_LED.”  The PWR_BT posts are 
where connection needs to be made if you wish to install a standard power switch. If 
you want to connect an LED to the outside of the case, you can connect an LED to the 
PWR_LED posts (see Figure 5). For this project, only a power button switch was used 
(see Figures 6 and 7). 
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Figure 5. On board power button and external button connectors. 
 

   
Figure 6. Board mounted with power button switch connected. 
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Figure 7. Top view with power button switch. 
 
After the board was mounted and power button connected, the monitor cable, power 
cable, keyboard, mouse, and other devices were connected. Because of the sturdy 
nature of the box used by APC to ship the unit, there were no problems in applying 
pressure to connect these cables (see Figure 8). Some connections, such as the VGA 
cable, required a little more force, but the cardboard box was more than strong enough 
to handle the pressure even after cuts were made to incorporate the back plate. 
 

 
Figure 8. Back view with connections. 
 
After all connections were in place, the system booted without issue the first time with 
the use of the external power button. Once the Android 4.0.3 operating system started, 
it was determined that the next step in the project was to purchase a wireless Internet 
adapter for the unit. The onboard Ethernet connector worked immediately; however, if a 
library chooses to utilize Wi-Fi, it would be critical to insure that the system can support 
Wi-Fi without issue. 
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Figure 9. First boot. 
 
Locating and purchasing a Wi-Fi adapter for the system is what began to raise the 
specter of limitation for the use of Android in this project. According to many postings 
within the APC forums, with both the APC Rock, and the 8750 predecessor, certain 
USB Wi-Fi adapters would work fine, while others would not. Thanks to open sharing in 
the online community of various device tests, it was determined that the safest Wi-Fi 
adapter to purchase was the Ralink RT53704 150 Mbps unit that was also known to 
work with Raspberry Pi boards. The cost of this USB adapter was $25.99, which 
brought the overall price for the board, parts, and adapters to just under $145.   
 
When the Ralink RT5370 arrived, the USB adapter was plugged into the APC Rock and 
worked immediately. This adapter showed no latency, however, once the Wi-Fi 
connection to the Internet was established, the limitations of Android as a PC operating 
system became glaring. Because Android is a Google product, the true nature of being 
an open source operating system comes into question as it is compared with various 
versions of Linux. This is especially true when it came to attempting to install 
applications from the Google Play Store. Because the APC unit is not recognized by the 
Google Play Store as a phone or tablet device, the Play Store returns an error message 
for the APC device of “unit not recognized.” This is also true when attempting to 
download from the Amazon Android store and other online application repositories. 
Downloading and installing direct .APK files to a USB or MicroSD flash drive was 
rumored to work on the APC forums, but various attempts to do this yielded limited 
success. Most applications that did install on the APC version of Android would only 
work if they did not require a connection to the Internet. Applications that required a 
connection to the Internet to retrieve data often returned “account not recognized” error 
messages. These apps included direct .APK installs of the Google Play Store app and 
the Gmail app. 
 

                                                           
4
 See http://www.mediatek.com/_en/01_products/04_pro.php?sn=1043 

http://www.mediatek.com/_en/01_products/04_pro.php?sn=1043
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The author hoped that using Android on these units in a library would allow for the 
installation of various Android apps on the APC unit, making it functional as a thin client 
hybrid device, blending a PC and a mobile device. Being able to setup a system in this 
way would allow library patrons to experience a quick and easy system they might have 
familiarity with while keeping hardware costs low. The capability to use apps, as 
opposed to a browser on the APC unit, would also allow a library to design a uniform 
mobile app for use inside and outside the library. Because the apps would not install 
easily, Android became less and less of an option, especially as further information 
detailing this limitation was discovered in the online forums. 
 
In exploring the APC online forums, it quickly became apparent that on certain comment 
boards, customers were very displeased with the product overall.  Others, however, 
commented about working very hard at making the APC hardware usable by porting 
over a Linux version from Raspberry Pi, called Raspian Apricot. It was this version of 
Linux that is mentioned in the article by Matt Enis (2013), however, as of April 2013, 
none of the developers in the forum had any success in porting this Linux variant over to 
the APC Rock. Apricot seems to still work with the 8750 model, but the future of that 
board’s production with APC is unknown. Overall, the sense online was that APC was 
not providing adequate support to the developer-led efforts using the APC Rock, and 
that Apricot on the Rock would never end up getting finished. 
 
To contrast this, even though the Raspberry Pi board does not have the same VGA 
video output options as the APC boards, a number of people have installed many 
different versions of Linux on the Pi. In comparing Linux to Android, it is obvious that 
Linux would make both the Pi and APC Rock into more functional computing systems. 
Using a Linux-based Raspberry Pi or APC Rock in a library would allow for more 
traditional PC applications, thus creating a more viable solution to replace aging 
hardware. 
 
With Android on the APC Rock, the browser can be used to connect to an OPAC, and 
the patron can use products like Google Docs or Gmail. However, the stability and 
performance of the browser is lacking, and through testing, it was never determined 
how to install another more stable browser like the Dolphin browser or mobile Firefox. In 
the end, with the objective being to offer libraries a low cost computer that requires little 
support and comparable capability to traditional PCs, it was determined that Android 
was not usable. Until Raspian Apricot is available for the APC Rock, the Rock itself is 
unusable in any small public or academic library. 
 
Raspberry Pi 

 
With the overall failure of the APC Rock 8950 in this low cost computing project, 
thoughts turned to planning a second prototype using Raspberry Pi. Though video 
output concerns will need to be addressed, it is obvious that the lower price point of $35 
for the Pi is advantageous for the target audience of small rural libraries. Also, with a 
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more robust and mature development community, the possibilities of using the Pi are 
much more promising as well. 
 
In the preliminary scoping and planning for a second low cost prototype using 
Raspberry Pi, there is little doubt that any particular version of Linux will provide more 
usability than Android. With the different variants of Linux that are available on the Pi, 
the main focus will be to look for a streamlined option that will support Internet browsing 
with high speed responsiveness. Beyond that, the Linux install should also provide 
basic word processing and spreadsheet capabilities with the ability to save to removable 
media for library patrons. In addition to these basic information creation and retrieval 
capabilities, particular emphasis will be given to possibly creating quick access 
applications that can be designed for specific locations and library collections. For 
instance, it would be nice to develop local desktop widgets that have a single search 
box on the Linux desktop for access to catalog searches, or even dynamic desktop 
background images that can promote a library calendar of events or other 
announcements.  
 
The Long View 
 
Regarding the specific possibility of using the Raspberry Pi, there is hope that this 
project will be able to mature from simply having low cost computers in the author’s 
library to helping rural libraries build a low cost platform of computing. This platform 
could include access to low cost development of applications, and further website 
development for libraries beyond the physical computing needs in the library. If the 
Raspberry Pi platform can be developed in a custom manner for specific libraries, then 
there also might be a capability to package a series of units together into a low cost 
network for computer lab deployment or even server application hosting. The Pi 
community has already documented successful implementations of WordPress and 
other content management platforms running on the $35 hardware (MitchTech, 2012). 
This by itself could help serve as a starting point to building a low cost library technology 
platform to better serve customers.  
 
When exploring the ideas of using Linux and the Raspberry Pi, libraries should also 
explore the idea of partnering with computer scientists and systems librarians to 
develop a flavor of Linux that is strictly focused on use in libraries. Having a Raspberry 
Pi based network running a special version of Linux that fully integrates directly with the 
integrated library system and other library platforms has the possibility of being a very 
powerful information retrieval tool. Working to build such a specialized “library operating 
system” and using it with small low cost computers might mean that systems can be 
placed throughout the library. Specifically, with the size of the Pi, and its peripherals, an 
information portal could even be placed in the book stacks or another area where older 
desktop computers could never reside. Setting up these library specific OS systems in 
non-traditional locales can strengthen access to information both in the physical and 
virtual sense. 
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Exposure to these low cost computers might also help our local rural libraries to develop 
broader technology initiatives. One possibility could be the development of maker labs 
in which community members can experiment with creating their own low cost 
computers. At this time, Make Magazine provides a toolkit to help higher education 
institutions build their own maker labs on campuses around the country (see 
http://makerspace.com/). This model can possibly be replicated to satisfy rural public 
libraries if funding can be allocated and technology costs saved elsewhere (Dougherty, 
2013). These labs, coupled with connection to the Internet, can empower our rural 
communities to manufacture items that can be used for commerce and economic 
growth, putting the library at the epicenter of community development.  
 
Conclusion 

 
As technology pushes into the “post PC” era, rural libraries still lag in their access to 
technology. Whether focusing on computing needs in the physical library, building 
technology learning programs, starting a maker lab, or just cutting technology costs, 
there seems to be a place for new low cost computing systems. Though single board 
computing systems like Raspberry Pi cannot address the problem faced in rural libraries 
regarding high speed Internet access, they can easily address some budgetary cost 
concerns in replacing existing computers. 
 
By using these low cost single board computers along with open systems like Linux, 
rural libraries can begin to look at empowering themselves by customizing their 
computer systems. Through education and proper planning, a library can customize an 
open source system to allow ease of use and specialization focused on their local 
library community.  

http://makerspace.com/
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